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Notice Order of Action:

Time Document Preparation: 8:40 A.M. to 11:43, Monday 27, January 2020,

Titles are: 8 Point Star Common-law Sheriff Daryl Arthur Payan I / King Arthur I,

Land and Admiralty Kings Bench Court Authority/Magistrate, Secretary of State Dual Government for

u.S.A., Land Patent lawyer, Ambassador, By King Arthur I / Daryl Arthur Payan 1,

Appointed by Surrogate: Hoani John Wanoa, NZ

The Transitioning in Evolution

“The Golden Age “

Freedom
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Order: 00000001

Orders from Sheriff Daryl Payan, Command to all Levels of Law
Enforcement in America

“GOING HOT, RED LETTER”

Preface

My writings to Americans the World Leaders and the People of All in the
World, and how to shut down the Global Corporate control of enslavement
through the old system attached to everything we do with programming
computer system.  Your energies of negative intent though it was designed that
way in the money system of debt. With all Efforts we can change this quickly.

Basic Bio

Dear People, My Name is Daryl Arthur Payan I, live in California, America and
was Born here as an Native. My heritage here goes back to 1600s or prior on the
East Coast, Massachusetts. Also, traced My Lineage back to 325 A.D. and Directly
an Descendent of King Arthur I, II. I spent most of 40 years in home remodeling,
carpentry, in all phases, running my own Company for Approx. 30 years.

I’ve had many other performances in business law, computers, collections, credit,
home, buying and remodeling them. I started playing the piano at 1 years old, and
compose music by ear. I love many sports water or land that are fun.
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“People of the World”

I Daryl Arthur Payan I, has been appointed for a few years now 4 Titles of
Authority to Americas, U.K. Britain, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, and literally
250 Plus Countries. To help move this transition to peace on Earth, and
abundance with the corrective Laws that were broken many years back.

King Arthur I, of Briton (Britain) was back 400-600 A.D.. Now in the today Myself
as King Arthur I , AKA, Daryl Arthur Payan I, was appointed by Surrogate King,
Hoani John Wanoa, Native in New Zealand, which holds a unbroken Contract with
Britain and the Kings Bench Royal Revenue, with the Hidden Tribal Flag, land and
Admiralty for 193 Years. I have been benevolently guided to Study all about what
happened and why things happened over the last 13000 years and more.

I am writing Orders to the Chain of Command to be carried out in unisons
prescribed in the following manner.  Humbly I present with love that no harm will
come to anyone of innocents in this massive shift of our system operation in the
closure thereof, therefore Healing for all can occur.

Orders from Sheriff Daryl, Command to All Levels of Law Enforcement America

72 hours of this Notice all Activities shall commence.

1. All Land Court Jurisdiction are to close with a sign notification on front
door, and paper notices to All People in cases that closure of Queens Court
are restructuring and remodeling for a period of 30 days minimal.
2. All Alcohol, Bars, Liquor Stores, and Public facilities, are on Temporary
Prohibition, to sell only 2 days per 7 day period, until further notice, and to
restructure AFT, Breweries will lessen manufacturing of alcohol volume to
fit the 2 day safety sales only.
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3. All toll-roads are to open to public, no fee charges across America, with
notifications of refunds for all charges shall apply within 30 days.
4. All Private/Public jails are to go to the State operated and release of
inmates of none violent or a threat to society by evaluation of false facts
presented or not presented by Prosecutors, District Attorneys, and that
Judges ruled from the Bench in certain cases without a Grand Jury
indictment and Trial by Jury.  If there were no injured party nor a claimant
there cannot be in law enforcement and witness at the same time in that
capacity. It would be a separate Court case matter and potential leave of
absence in a litigant matter. However, time to time Court cases of law
Enforcement where there is not an immediate threat to the other party by
being on duty, can stay with his Job paid or non-paid. Therefore immediate
release of inmate shall be release and case dropped, if misdemeanor
frivolous charges, of their States Constitution or Common laws only
Regulated by thereof.
5. All Municipalities under the Global Government Control System is to be
closed for 2 weeks to 30 days for restructuring except for Schools , Stores
and primary basics for human survival.
6. Child care protective services are to have Marine or National Guards on
Guard at each facility making inventory of personnel to have an ankle
bracelet tracking for the ones harming people with drugs, or harming
children, elders, etc.. Anyone, especially children are to be returned to their
parents or family members or friends of good mind and nature, responsible
to care for them at a minimum for 60 days. They will have compensation
through a Voucher System from Sheriff’s/Police Office with a background
check for safety purposes for caretaker. They shall be confidential and
acquire a file for each that has been in the CPS, unless there is a Court
order to disclose matters why there are in there.
7. All Sheriffs/ Police Departments will follow Blacks Law and Kings
Common law Acts, Commonwealth and procedures for the People by the
People Nationwide and hopefully Worldwide and ½ of each department will
and shall be selected as peace officers with no bullet guns, but can have
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other protection but a friendly look like in Dubia. There are and will be
ununiformed armed Officers to Assist, in the transition with the vetted
Continental Army Via Militia (contact Drake Bailey Vietnam Vet) on cosmic
voice on facebook or free range with Gail youtube, or I will furnish
information contact with his enforcement behind the scenes he says.
8. Banks and Financial Services will stay open but limited withdrawal
amounts and deposits constructed by Financial experts in Accounting All
Real (E) State transactions are now on a 30-45 day hold, for Restructuring
Land Title Companies and cutting down all the Realtor Associations to
another format purchasing real property one to one transactions such as
www.escrow.com as 3rd party instrument and fund holder, for
dispersement only.
9. All Court Houses and online Auctions of land and home cars etc. are to
cease immediately, and any inner lopper, strawman Purchasers, they will
be questioned and potential arrest on the spot.
10. All Bills invoiced from any Utility companies are to cease for minimum
60 days until further notice.
11. All air travel is to be at a minimal during transition. Any Airplane, Drone
or anything spraying Chemicals in the air shall be escorted down to the land
or sea, and confiscate immediately detain and arrest pilots of personnel if
ignored will be fired upon but not over populations
12. There will be 4 Trillion gold backed in credit digits vouchers for people
out of work whether temp laid off or shut down facilities temporally, or
looking for work, and a signed document by receiving party intent where
money will go. It will be tracked by a digital credit card system refillable
monthly, not to exceed $3,000.00 per month, 60 days until transition is
over into the “Golden Age”, for the next 6 months available.
13. All navy 200 miles out to Secure the Waters until further Notice, same
as all Boarders are to full time have satellite and drone surveillance along
with East and West coast for protection.
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14. All Pharma (sorcery) Products by Pharmacy’s will be Employee Roster,
on file who they are back to 10 years. The list is to be acquired by Military
Law Enforcement, and shut down within the year end 2021.
15. Banks are to Load Gold back funds with a letter to all recipients with SSI
numbers globally of $1,500.00 in credit, for monthly income for 60 days,
until the new figures come out. Not everyone has Bank Accounts, so
Sheriff/Police, will systematically give Vouchers and track who is who with
cards or Voucher checks.
16. All Companies acting as Trustees for Auction purchasing for Real Estates
as LLC’s or Corporations and sister Companies are to close in 30 Days and
sieze their Bank Accounts, as well as attached Insurance Companies and
Assists are to be given back funds and Properties by way of Grand Theft.
17. There shall be a bio feed identity system for who’s who and reads
intent.
18. The Department of Motor Vehicles are now on Notice to stop sending
Bills to people and threaten them they will impound their way of means to
traveling and tricked into licensing as Federal Employees of the State
Corporate Global Control, Violating their right to travel. They are to start
the refunds and give all licensees back their title of origination or origin of
the manufacture or produce one tile private back to the real owners of
their means of travel.
19. No Taxes, there is an abundance of all resources.
20. Arrest global National Origination with Military Planes Chemtrailing the
skies, the living population, Planet NOW! Inspect every Airport in America.
21. To eliminate all chemicals in Store,foods. See.
www.quantumhealing.club Georges salve.
22. Send out soft alert to all cell phones what is taking place if needed.
23. Take all media, T.V. news casters, false reporting online, newspapers,
etc. install ankle bracelet tracking temporarily, then make an soft or hard
disclosure. Emergency alert in details on what is transpiring keeping the
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children safe. If any area get out of hand, schools close including
Universities and Private, until further notifications. Parents will be allowed
to take off work and be compensated through Vouchers. Food Industry
such as fast foods shall train temporary employees for back up as well as
other stores for essential items.
Farms Immediately will be mandated to store food for convenience in
certain local or distant areas where food may not be accessible in case of
an outbreak disruption of opposition threats. The Militia good guys will
assist and help protect the rancher and properties of his private interests.
Stores for food and clothing will limit buyers to 1 basket of goods unless
proven their shopping for a neighbor in certain cases. At any time a on
emergency alert will occur if needed.
24. All payment for rents and loans shall cease for minimum 30 to 60 days,
land lords will have to show how and where they purchase their property. If
at the Auctions they will lose it and managed by an Accountant or
individual right for the job in house or otherwise for upkeep and
emergencies.
25. All undocumented people will get their funds at the boarders by the
Border Patrol and Sheriffs/Police by their Countries Government. Cargo
Vans and tent Military grade to be furnished on the path back home or
temporary housing until relocate or develop new housing for future shelter.
Government Resources shall be furnished freely, for family or friends on
the other side of boarder for a Minimum of 2 week transition and by
Greyhound and other bus companies will assist and receive voucher
compensation in America for drivers only and gas is free.
All meals free.
26. Within 60 days or more all Insurance Companies will not exist as the
1933 Banking Act and Bankruptcy of America, a signed/ autograph you are
and will be Pre-Paid will compensate any loss such as an traveling accident
or medical needs etc., for a minimum of 6 months during the release of the
transactional funds, Currency Exchanges in all tiers Globally, to be released
now upon receiving this Document, and Humanitarian Funds Accounts are
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to set in place of our refillable Cards with Credit on them Gold backed Digit
Accounting QFS system.
27. Final documents to read for Release to public within emergency alert if
needed in all phases.
1. Big Sister Documents Release Attached
2. Dmv. Toll-road Etc. alert Attached
3. Abolish money debt slave Federal Reserve fiat currency by of January,
2020. Attached.

Note: After April 6th 2020, the Transition deadline, there will be a mandate
worldwide for Replicators, Holographic Med Beds in each Hospital or
Private Facility secured and Reloadable Digit Cards of Value each month for
life for all the peoples in the World after the mass arrest are at a 70-80%
level in the ongoing process of re-establishing the Peoples Freedoms and
Chain of Command through the Kings Bench Court Martial law Jurisdiction
Authority from each Magistrate Court to take over Judges, Clerks Back
office and front office Employees, and get a Roster of them for up to 40
years to get trained in the Council of 12 Jury Court, or to retire with no
pension and limited refillable cards or Arrest for Treason ruling from the
Bench acting as a King in the Queen’s Bench Court, because the Flag and
British land titles were hidden in New Zealand, Edinburg, Scotland and
Virginia by the Freemason Document writers only of keeping records and
others such as the Vatican Military Complex and Churches and Rothschild
Retard children startup of lending enslavement with 1 coin.

Blessings, with Love, King Arthur I AKA Sheriff Daryl Payan,

Bringing Heaven on Earth 2020


